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Last DBA meeting (8-March-2005) I was assigned to make a proposal of use of roles and 
profiles in our databases. At the end of the document it is shown example of creation of 
users for development and production environments (3 users) using the roles and profiles 
described. The user creation includes PASSWORD EXPIRE clause that obliges the user 
to change the password as soon as he connects for the first time. A separate document 
exists to explain the password verification function. 

Roles 
Roles are used to grant privileges to a virtual user that then we can propagate to a real 
user. Basically we can have users that can create object and applications that can only 
read or write to objects, based on what was granted.  

Developer 
This user can create any type of object and do SQL tuning sessions. 
CREATE ROLE cern_dev_role; 
(was called DESIGNER role before)   
 
-- On Oracle 10g: 
Grant ALTER SESSION, CREATE CLUSTER, CREATE DATABASE LINK, CREATE 
MATERIALIZED VIEW, CREATE PROCEDURE, CREATE ROLE, CREATE SEQUENCE, 
CREATE SESSION, CREATE SYNONYM, CREATE TABLE, CREATE TRIGGER, CREATE 
TYPE, CREATE VIEW, QUERY REWRITE, ADVISOR to cern_dev_role; 
 
-- On Oracle 9i: 
Grant ALTER SESSION, CREATE CLUSTER, CREATE DATABASE LINK, CREATE 
MATERIALIZED VIEW, CREATE PROCEDURE, CREATE ROLE, CREATE SEQUENCE, 
CREATE SESSION, CREATE SYNONYM, CREATE TABLE, CREATE TRIGGER, CREATE 
TYPE, CREATE VIEW, QUERY REWRITE to cern_dev_role; 
 
-- Need to create PLUSTRACE role before grant it 
@$ORACLE_HOME/SQLPLUS/ADMIN/PLUSTRCE.SQL; 
GRANT PLUSTRACE to cern_dev_role; 

Application 
These users can connect and have to be granted privileges to access to objects. They can 
create synonyms and/or views and query rewrite. 
CREATE ROLE cern_app_role; 
 
GRANT CREATE SESSION, ALTER SESSION, CREATE SYNONYM, CREATE VIEW, QUERY 
REWRITE TO cern_prod_role; 



Profiles 
Profiles are made to limit resources and manage passwords of database users. Here we 
assume 2 kinds of users: 1) Developer; 2) Application 
 
The developer user is usually a person. Sometimes developers have database links to 
production systems, which creates a security problem. This password is then as much 
valuable as the production one.  
 
Passwords and database security are being studied in the configurations working group / 
securiy task force. Meanwhile I would propose the creation of the following profiles on 
our databases and assign the current and new users to them. 
 
To allow resource management is necessary to have the RESOURCE_LIMIT=TRUE. 

Developer profile: 
CREATE PROFILE cern_dev_profile LIMIT 
   FAILED_LOGIN_ATTEMPTS 5 
   PASSWORD_LOCK_TIME 1/1440 
   PASSWORD_LIFE_TIME 365 
   PASSWORD_REUSE_TIME 180 
   PASSWORD_GRACE_TIME 10 
   PASSWORD_VERIFY_FUNCTION verify_function 
   SESSIONS_PER_USER 10 
   IDLE_TIME  2880; 
 
This profile enforces: 

• Account locked for 1 minute after 5 failed login attempts 
• Password change to a new password every 365 days 
• 10 days to change password after first warning then account locked 
• Simultaneous sessions of same user is 10 
• Sessions killed after 2 full days of inactivity 
• New password needs to pass by the password function 

Application profile: 
CREATE PROFILE cern_app_profile LIMIT 
   FAILED_LOGIN_ATTEMPTS 10 
   PASSWORD_LOCK_TIME 1/1440 
   PASSWORD_LIFE_TIME UNLIMITED 
   PASSWORD_VERIFY_FUNCTION verify_function 
   SESSIONS_PER_USER 1000 
   IDLE_TIME  2880; 
 
This profile enforces: 

• Account locked for 1 minute after 10 failed login attempts 
• Password never expires 
• Simultaneous sessions of same user is 1000 
• Sessions killed after 2 full days of inactivity 
• New password needs to pass by the password function 



User creation 

Developer 
Constraints: Small quota; shared tablespaces; 
 
define theuser=LHCB_XXX_DEV 
define ts_data=DATA01 
define ts_idx=INDX01 
define temp_ts=TEMP01 
define thepass=cern2005 
 
create user &THEUSER identified by &THEPASS 
  default tablespace &TS_DATA 
  quota 500M on &TS_DATA 
  quota 500M on &TS_IDX 
  temporary tablespace &TEMP_TS 
  profile CERN_DEV_PROFILE 
  password expire; 
 
grant CERN_DEV_ROLE to &THEUSER; 

Application 
Constraints: Dedicated tablespaces; 3 users: owner (with developer profiles and role) 
with unlimited quota and possibility to create objects; application reader and writer with 
small quota for storing views and synonyms. 
 
define theuser=LHCB_BOOKKEEPING 
define reader=&THE_USER._READER 
define writer=&THE_USER._WRITER 
define ts_data=&THEUSER._DATA01 
define ts_idx=&THEUSER._INDX01 
define temp_ts=TEMP01 
define thepass=cern2005 
 
create user &THEUSER identified by &THEPASS 
  default tablespace &TS_DATA 
  quota unlimited on &TS_DATA 
  quota unlimited on &TS_IDX 
  temporary tablespace &TEMP_TS 
  profile CERN_DEV_PROFILE 
  password expire; 
 
create user &READER identified by &THEPASS 
  default tablespace &TS_DATA 
  quota 100M on &TS_DATA 
  temporary tablespace &TEMP_TS 
  profile CERN_APP_PROFILE 
  password expire; 
 
create user &WRITER identified by &THEPASS 
  default tablespace &TS_DATA 
  quota 100M on &TS_DATA 
  temporary tablespace &TEMP_TS 
  profile CERN_APP_PROFILE 



  password expire; 
 
grant CERN_DEV_ROLE to &THEUSER; 
grant CERN_APP_ROLE to &READER; 
grant CERN_APP_ROLE to &WRITER; 
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